
 
 

  

  

 

 

BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #15 
  

 

It’s the week end and you earned it! In this week’s selection of our posts, we focus on 

cybersecurity and weight loss in Global Small/Mid Caps and highlight LPE Research’s 

update on French Small/Mid caps. Its cautious message ahead of 2Q results is consistent 

with CGP Conseil’s own update on asset allocation. "Lies, damn lies" are at the heart of 

Lionel Laurent’s article on the collateral damages on Fintech of the Wirecard debacle and 

of Kylie Jenner’s efforts to grace the cover of Forbes! 

  

Have a good read and a great week end! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 

  
 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=d7e28f3728&e=dbe29cf097


 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

  

Online interaction is now the new norm with Covid-19 acting as a strong catalyst. The growth of 

the digital channel has also expanded the domain for cybercrime. Malicious actors have more 

opportunities to commit fraud or take over accounts, exploiting vulnerabilities associated with 

consumer-identity and access-management controls. Customers, meanwhile, expect an easier 

digital experience, including fast authentication and log-in (who has never been fighting to 

recover a password?), as well as seamless web and mobile interactivity as companies introduced 

high levels of complexity to thwart cyberattacks. Knowing that 75% of apps are still not 

protected, it is necessary to move fast and to have the best (and user-friendly!) security software. 

In a still fragmented world, VERIMATRIX (VMX) is offering simple, scalable, standardized app 

shielding software in a wide range of sectors (bank, healthcare, automotive, IoT, etc). 

#verimatrix, #cybersecurity 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

FRENCH SMALL CAPS: LPE RESEARCH'S THE FRENCH SMALL LETTER  

LPE Research is the epitome of quality 100% independent research - i.e. paid by institutional 

portfolio managers and other kinds of investors - and a rare breed in small & mid caps, not to 

mention French ones. In its latest French small letter, LPE reiterates its concerns about the 

economic recovery - unlikely to be V-shaped - and on a stock-market rebound that fails to 

discount entire sectors' difficulties, the looming impact of redundancy plans and private 

consumption below pre-crisis. Companies' visibility remains poor while state support cannot last 

forever even with key political elections in sight. As a result of downward earnings revisions, 
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valuation multiples have gone sharply up - to levels calling sometimes for a suspension of 

disbelief. Brace for 2Q results: a reality check with plenty of room for negative surprises. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

GLOBAL SMALL/MID CAPS: THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING WW 

(formerly Weight Watchers) 

It's no small paradox that WW Int'al (WW:US) has hardly participated to the recent US stock 

rally - not least because losing weight is more than ever associated with being healthy if not 

being "just" alive: obesity has been ritually mentioned as key risk factor with COVID-19. The 

increased pressure to put everyone on a bike in cities worldwide is another reflection of this. 

Although it removed its FY20 guidance, WW's 1Q20 showed a series of pro-active initiatives 

from cost-savings to boosting its e-commerce business and digital migration. Net debt has been 

steadily going down and gross debt is less thank market cap. Granted WW is suffering from 

competition from digital fitness trackers and trendy diet providers boosted by rising influencers 

and film stars-turned-lifestyle-gurus but the brand remains strong. WW also has strong values: it 

just launched an action plan addressing racial injustice including a $1m donation to nonprofits 

that positively affect Black lives. Oprah vs. Gwyneth? Chose Oprah. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  

 

    

#waldemarjanuszczak concluded in the weekends #sundaytimes that "when the world gets real, 

art gets real". He was referencing a #traceyemin online exhibition mounted by 
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#whitecubegallery that is actually called 'I thrive on Solitude'. He also referenced a list of new 

powerful black artists who have "injected much needed adrenaline into the dull veins of art". If 

that is 'real art' then Bacon's Tryptich selling for $84.6m demonstrates that art still holds 'real 

value', whatever the #pandemic might try and throw at it. It's also good to see at the nascent end 

of the spectrum, that the funding round for #artfinder on #crowdcube is attracting strong early 

attention, being significantly overfunded in its first week. #Arteia looks like the right project for 

#inboundcapital to be working on. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

   

While the 2020 season has been cancelled and despite the numerous critics it has faced, W Series 

is having a positive impact on motorsports, helping female drivers climbing the racing ladder. 

Before the new season starts, drivers can show their skills and entertain a large audience across 

the BBC and W Series’ digital platforms. Latest developments here: 

https://lnkd.in/dRwqYHG 

https://lnkd.in/dzs2K7X 

https://lnkd.in/dq_E2qB 

https://lnkd.in/d-2RBrg 

https://lnkd.in/dfh5QQE 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

    

In early May #inboundcapital published a white paper, looking at the response from #EU to 

financing #startups during #covid. In addition to government schemes such as the UK's 

#futurefund, we brought attention to a new initiative from #capitalpilot and #seedlegals to raise a 

#rescueequityfund to help plug the cashflow hole that the #pandemic has created for 1000's of 

companies that have more recently been formed and not yet seeded from 3rd party capital 
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providers. #capitalpilot rates early stage companies on their #investibility, and advises on 

changes that young founders need to address to improve their rating score. They are offering this 

assessment for free to the first 500 companies to apply in July (https://lnkd.in/dHdPcMt) Highly 

rated companies will then be entitled to receive a £50k investment from the #rescueequityfund 

when it has been seeded. Do contact me #farnhamcapital for further details. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

The consolidation within the independent content production industry continues to face rising 

streaming platforms and their big production budgets. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  

 

 

   

A (FINANCIAL) WORLD AHEAD OF ITSELF:  

in its latest and always insightful Letter, CGP CONSEILS - an innovative decision software 

provider for wealth managers and private bankers in France - highlights the growing risk linked 

to COVID-19's progression in certain geographies and of a second wave. Boosted by the massive 

injection of liquidities by central banks and the succession of recovery plans announced, stock 

markets world-wide have finally stalled last month: expensive markets can always make further 

gains, but "expensive" is the key word now. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Human Capital - Though to Track but... 

...SEC Chairman has said this is an area where the SEC should move forward. 

The Work Institute estimates that voluntary employee turnover costs US Companies more than 

$600b/year or about $15,000 for the average hire ! 

In a synthesis of more than 200 academics studies, happiness researcher Shawn Actor found 

direct causality between more-positive mindsets and improved productivity and revenues. 

#Barron's #Human Capital #ESG # 

#Best Buy #Nvidia #Verizon Communications 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

    

Lionel Laurent @ Bloomberg is one of the best columnists/journalists of the industry and his 

articles deserve to be widely read, not least because Lionel has foresight (he was one of the first 

to write about the risks of the Swedish approach to fighting Covid-19) and because he view 

based on researched facts - same as Inbound's approach! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

  

It seemed that nothing could affect Facebook share price on its way to a sky that had no limit. 

Even the Cambridge Analytica scandal didn't have much impact. But this time, advertisers are 

upset and what makes Facebook revenues is advertising! Why are advertisers withdrawing from 

Facebook? Very simple, it didn't tighten its policies on hate speech. And after the death of Gorge 

Floyd and the quick spread of the Black Lives Matter movement, this issue has rightly become 

very important. It explains why Verizon, Honda, Unilever have stopped advertising on Facebook 
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which led to a "loss" of $60bn market cap in just 2 days! Hurt in its heart, Facebook had no 

choice but to tighten its policies to better deal with hate speech, even if they come from 

politicians. It will block ads that claim people of a certain race, ethnicity, national, gender, sexual 

orientation or immigration status are a threat to the physical health or safety of anyone else. It 

shows that Facebook is not as invulnerable as it seemed and that ultimately, what makes its 

success is the will of advertisers to continue to advertise on the network. And some advertisers 

have values (the question is still open regarding Facebook). #values 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

LIFESTYLE & OTHERS  

 

 

        

WHO WANTS TO BE A BILLIONAIRE?  

KYLIE JENNER for one. Before THE LANCET, another iconic publishing brand had to bite its 

own words and should have double-check the intel it was fed with: FORBES. Following her 

mum Kris' machiavellian plot, Kylie had allegedly inflated to the journalist the value of Kylie 

Cosmetics (51% of which she sold to Coty in 2018) the same way the Kardashian clan uses 

cosmetic surgery: massively. Wouldn't common sense dictate to lowball to the media the selling 

price of your business to avoid a punishing tax bill? Neither Kris nor Kylie seem to have cared (or 

understood): the aim was apparently to show Kylie's business wizardry and get her on the cover 

of Forbes for marketing impact. Now the US taxman wants to understand, Forbes is upset, Kylie 

passes for a business mythomaniac and she's not speaking to her mum: too bad for someone 

ALMOST worth $1bn. Patience is a virtue, that applies to entrepreneurs as well. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital acts as outsourced Investor Relations for Verimatrix (VMX FP) and for 

Claranova (CLA FP). 

Inbound Capital acts as sole advisor to private company Arteïa for its current funding round 

Inbound Capital provides buy-side introductions to LPE Research. 

Inbound Capital provides advisory and introduction services to to CGP-Conseils 

Inbound Capital acts as sub-advisor to W Series 

Inbound Capital is a big fan of Lionel Laurent @ Bloomberg 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from sources 

to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no independent 

verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express 

or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fitness for 

any purpose of this document. 
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